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INTRODUCING TakeON!
YOUR BUSINESS
MATTERS

WHAT IS THE
MOST PRESSING
ISSUE YOU’RE
FACING TODAY?
LET’S START THERE.
How do we get our people
working together better?

How do we get measurable
results immediately?

How do we ensure the impact
is lasting?
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WHAT IS IT?

TakeON! IS A PROGRAMME
FOR IMPROVING
BUSINESS PERFORMANCE
THAT GETS PEOPLE
WORKING TOGETHER ON
WHAT MATTERS MOST.
Imagine people across your organisation coming together regularly,
discussing what’s already working, what could be improved, and how they
can contribute. Dozens of suggestions are generated and acted upon.
The power comes not from a single silver-bullet idea, but in creating a
culture of constant incremental change.
TakeON! enables these conversations at leader level or across your whole business.
What’s more, it focuses them on the specific challenges that you face today. This creates
quick wins that build confidence and momentum across the business.

TakeON! WORKS ON THE PROVEN PREMISE THAT
WHEN PEOPLE GENERATE THEIR OWN IDEAS, THEY
ARE MORE LIKELY TO OWN AND IMPLEMENT THEM.

INTRODUCING TakeON!

®

YOUR BUSINESS
MATTERS

THE RESULTS ARE IMMEDIATE
AND MEASURABLE.
TakeON! RESOURCES AND
CONCEPTS ARE EASILY WOVEN
INTO EXISTING PRACTICES.
YOU OWN IT, YOU LEAD IT,
IT’S YOUR TAKE ON WHAT
IS IMPORTANT TO YOUR
BUSINESS NOW.

LEARN MORE AT:
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HOW IT WORKS

YOUR EXPERT TAKEON! PARTNER WILL BEGIN
BY ASKING SOME QUESTIONS:

WHAT IS YOUR BUSINESS
PROBLEM OR OPPORTUNITY?
WHAT IS WORKING?
WHAT NEEDS CHANGING?
WHO SHOULD BE INVOLVED?
JUST LEADERS OR THE
WHOLE COMPANY?
YOUR RESPONSES WILL HELP DETERMINE WHERE TO BEGIN.
Begin with something based around common challenges like developing
managers, increasing productivity or dealing with change, or tailor a package
to suit your exact needs.

INTRODUCING TakeON!

®

YOUR BUSINESS
MATTERS

who is it for?

TakeON! is available in two streams.

MANAGEMENT
MATTERS
Equip your people managers to lead
teams to improved performance and
learn from what they, and others,
actually do.

BUSINESS
MATTERS
Involve all staff in a programme
designed to give your people a
voice, and make key business
concepts relevant to their own role
so they take charge of change.

Both streams are modular and can work in combination. Programmes are
tailored to address any number of business challenges including productivity,
change, sales, service and innovation.

LEARN MORE AT:
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HOW IT WORKS

C h anging
minds e ts

Shaping
conversations

Aligning
be h aviours
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AT A GLANCE:
M 1.3

DEALING WITH
AT A GLANCE:
AMBIGUITY
DEALING WITH
AMBIGUITY
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WHAT’S THIS THEME ABOUT?

As life speeds up, ambiguity seems to grow, and there isn’t always the time to gather the
full facts in order to make an informed decision.
Whether we’re dealing with a crisis, or just operating in a fast world, today’s managers are taking more risks, moving
at pace, and relying on their instinct and experience. If you prefer detail (having all the facts in order to make a
decision) and get your kicks out of seeing a job through to the finish… you’ll be finding ambiguity hard to swallow.

“Take advantage of the ambiguity in
the world. Look at something and think
what else it might be”
– Roger Von Oech, Author, Founder and
President of Creative Think
In today’s world, most problems managers face are
unclear or ambiguous. Let’s face it, the pace of change
is never going to slow, and when people are involved,
things often don’t go to plan! The ability to observe,
make decisions and adapt to an ever-changing
environment where we don’t have all the answers, is
rapidly becoming a key leadership skill.
This Management Matters theme develops the key
skills of ‘emergent’ leadership – the ability to act in
the moment, sense how things are going, and respond
positively when dealing with ambiguity.
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As life speeds up, ambiguity seems to grow, and there isn’t always the time to gather the

IDEAL
OUTCOMES
full facts in order to make an informed decision.

‘Dealing with Ambiguity’ is about your management
team understanding:
Whether we’re dealing with a crisis, or just operating in a fast world, today’s managers are taking more risks, moving
pace, andisrelying
their instinct and experience. If you prefer detail (having all the facts in order to make a
• Thatat
ambiguity
here toon
stay
decision) and get your kicks out of seeing a job through to the finish… you’ll be finding ambiguity hard to swallow.
• That we have to work with the information we’ve
got, even when it’s not enough
•

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?

The importance of making a decision, and being
comfortable with the consequences

WHAT’S
THEME ABOUT?
IDEALTHIS
OUTCOMES

‘Dealing is
with
Ambiguity’
is about your management
“Take advantage of the ambiguity in “Change
the
only constant.”
team understanding:
the world. Look at something and think– Heraclitus,
Greek philosopher

‘Dealing what
with Ambiguity’
about your
else it ismight
be”management
team having the skills to:
•

– Roger
Von
Oech,
Author, Founder and
Effectively
cope
with
change

•

Make decisions and act without having the total picture

•
•
•
•
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ENGAGE

MANAGING
CHANGE

WHAT’S THIS THEME ABOUT?

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?

M 4.5

1

AT A GLANCE:

President of Creative Think

•

That ambiguity is here to stay

• That
we have
with
information
we’ve
Sounds
familiar?
Ifto
it work
does,
it’sthe
probably
because
we’ve been saying it for such a long time!
got,
even we
when
it’s be
not sure
enough
The only
thing
can
of in life is that things won’t stand still for very long.

importance
of making
a decision,
and being
Tod ay,•theThe
pace
and frequency
of change
continues
to rapidly increase. As technology, communication and
comfortable
thehowever,
consequences
today’s
world,
CopeInwhen
things
aremost
‘up inproblems
the air’ managers face are
innovation
continue towith
evolve
the people who use them sometimes struggle to keep up. As Managers
unclear or ambiguous. Let’s face it, the pace of change and Leaders we need to find new ways of dealing with this reality.
Keep calm under pressure
is never going to slow, and when people are involved,
‘Dealing
with
Ambiguity’
is aboutchange,
your management
This theme
is all
about
understanding
and helping Managers guide their people through it as painlessly
things
don’t go to plan! The ability to observe,
Manage
riskoften
and uncertainty
team having the skills to:
as possible.
make decisions and adapt to an ever-changing
Face challenges head on
• Effectively cope with change
environment where we don’t have all the answers, is
rapidly becoming a key leadership skill.
• Make decisions and act without having the total picture
Managing Change is about our management team
“People
don’t resist change.
• Cope when things are ‘up in the air’
This Management Matters theme developsATthe
key
A GLANCE
understanding:
They resist being changed!”
skills of ‘emergent’ leadership – the ability to act in
• Keep calm under pressure
the moment, sense how things are going, and respond Peter Senge, Author, The Fifth Discipline
• The dynamics of change
positively when dealing with ambiguity.
• Manage risk and uncertainty
• The impact of change – on individuals and the team
‘Change’ is both a simple and a complex process. It can
Face challenges
headteam
on process change
range •anywhere
from a simple
• The contributors to successful change management
to a major organisational transformation. ‘Managing
change’ or ‘change management’ plays a critical role
Managing Change is about our management team
in an organisation – allowing it to respond quickly and AT A GLANCE
being able to:
proactively to challenges both internally and externally.
• Effectively manage their team through change
This Management Matters theme introduces a
structured approach for ensuring that change, both team
• Apply a methodology for managing resistance to
and organisational, is thoroughly planned, smoothly
change
implemented and that the lasting benefits
© ON-Brand Partners 2013
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• Create a roadmap for an upcoming change initiative
of change are achieved.

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?

IDEAL OUTCOMES

AT A GLANCE
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tap in to the str
engths
of your people

www.takeon.biz

STRUCTURED
CONVERSATIONS

PRACTICAL
TOOLS

A COMPREHENSIVE
RESOURCE

At the heart of TakeON! is the
powerful process that drives
focused conversations, idea
generation and action around
specific business issues.

Your people know your
business best, including
what works and what needs
to change. The solutions will
eventually come from them
as well. TakeON! tools make
sure the right questions
get asked and shorten the
discovery time.

TakeON! is modular and
flexible. Once started,
the programme can easily
be extended to address
emerging needs or
re-oriented to reflect
changing priorities.

INTRODUCING TakeON!

®

YOUR BUSINESS
MATTERS

cial
the ON2net is our so
business network

work with expert
guidance and support

background
resources

AN EXPERT
LOCAL GUIDE
TakeON! has been developed
for a global market, but it’s
designed to be customised
for, and implemented in, your
business by an experienced
local Business Partner.

A GLOBAL ONLINE COMMUNITY
TakeON! comes with access to our online resource
centre and community – the ON2net. Here you can:
•	keep conversations going between
face-to-face meetings
•	receive ongoing coaching from the international
TakeON! team
•	connect with other TakeON! client
organisations to ask questions and
share experiences and insights.

LEARN MORE AT:
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HOW IT WORKS

c on t inua l online
The O N2ne t c o a c hing a nd c oll a bora ti

YOUR C

M an agemen t
ca pa bilit y
building

DIAGNOSTIC

SET-UP

FOUNDATION
WORKSHOP

C onve rs at ions
wi th your te ams

DISCOVERY

DEVELOPMENT

DELIVERY

Senior leaders and
programme sponsors are
canvassed about what matters
most and invited to pick
appropriate themes.

Managers are brought together
to learn core leadership skills
that give them a platform to
achieve success.

Facilitated sessions on themes
chosen by the business. Focus
is on positive momentum,
shaping conversations and
changing mindsets.

INTRODUCING TakeON!

®

YOUR BUSINESS
MATTERS
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CHOICE OF THEMES

Themes for a typical Productivity
Series might look like this.
MANAGEMENT MATTERS:

Customer Focus; Value Stream
Thinking; 7 Types of Waste.
BUSINESS MATTERS:

REVIEW

Adding Customer Value; Think
Joined Up; Waste Not, Want Not.
Or typical Change Series themes
might look like this.
MANAGEMENT MATTERS:

Insight into action

M ost
Signi fica nt
C ha nge

DEMONSTRATION

DEBRIEF

Managers are encouraged
to take insights they have
learned and put them into
action with their teams.

The group comes together
again to revisit current and
ideal state, agree where
we’ve got it right and decide
next steps.

Dealing with Ambiguity; Emotional
Resilience; Managing Change.
BUSINESS MATTERS:

Appreciate and Celebrate; Ready,
Willing and Able; From Challenge
to Opportunity.

LEARN MORE AT:
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WHY IT WORKS

+ ve

Key TakeON! principles
underpin the approach

BETTER
LEADERS

POSITIVE
MOMENTUM

Themes are approached
in the context of current
challenges. This process
creates better leaders at all
levels of your business.

TakeON! starts by looking
at what’s working in your
business, and reflecting back
on that when coming up
with solutions for what
needs to change.

YOU CAN APPLY
IT RIGHT AWAY
Learning is not left in the
classroom. Research shows
that 70% of learning is
through on-the-job application.

INTRODUCING TakeON!

®

YOUR BUSINESS
MATTERS

Inform
Investigate
Implement
Ignite

Download
Debate

Dialogue

I have a great
story of how my
team did a
fantastic job...

INCREMENTAL
IMPROVEMENTS

IT GETS PEOPLE
TALKING

STORIES, NOT
OPINIONS

The emphasis shifts towards
constant, incremental
change – quick wins that build
confidence and momentum
across the business.

TakeON! encourages
two-way conversation
over one-way information
download and competitive
debate.

Ask for opinions and your
people will wait for their
bosses to answer first.
Instead TakeON! emphasises
stories and examples, which
everyone is more comfortable
to contribute.

IT STICKS

EVERYBODY
WINS

TakeON! techniques are
easily woven into existing
company practices. The focus
is on transferring capability
to, and building momentum
with, your people as soon
as possible. We start it, we
support it, but your people
will own it.

TakeON! builds the confidence
of its participants and the
culture of your business.
Ultimately it connects
people and purpose through
conversation, engaging
employees with their company
and not just their job.

LEARN MORE AT:

WHO ARE WE?

TakeON! WAS CONCEIVED AND DEVELOPED
FOR AN INTERNATIONAL MARKET BY
ON-BRAND PARTNERS. THE PROGRAMME IS
DELIVERED IN EACH COUNTRY BY A NETWORK
OF ACCREDITED LOCAL PARTNERS.
Over the last decade, the TakeON! approach has been successful for banks, utilities,
government agencies, retailers, FMCG companies and big corporates across the globe.
But don’t take our word for it. Your local TakeON! partner will be happy to put you in touch
with one of our clients. We’d be delighted if you had a conversation with them.

